August 2007 Lucky Astrology Newsletter

Greetings Family and Friends,
Last month as many of you are aware, we ‘fired the grid’ (www.firethegrid.org) which
meant that we stepped up the planet’s spiritual vibration through its people. Shelly
Yates said we were to do something we loved and to be grateful during that one hour
period so as to raise the vibrations of the planet. So at 4:11 a.m. we put on the music
from the website, lit some incense and candles and spent an hour enjoying each
other’s love and feeling deeply what we were grateful for.
This issue of the Lucky Astrology newsletter will explain what is happening to us now
that this has been accomplished, and then what part each of your lucky signs has to
do with it. Handwriting analysis with Joy is also featured.
What is happening now is a Spiritual awareness or spiritual transformation across
the planet for all of humanity. There is a spiritual Avatar in India, Sri Bhagavan,
who has for a few years now been growing the Oneness Movement. According to him,
in about five years every single person on the planet will be enlightened. To learn
more of this Oneness Movement, please visit www.onenessmovement.org .
JoySee & I share his vision and can feel this coming about. You will too when you
look for it. So handwriting analysis and astrology will only really be tools for the
next five years while we are making the transformation. By the end of that time,
this newsletter will be completely spiritual. You will notice the gradual shift from
these tools to spirituality in the monthly issues.
Next month we will delve into the three stages of enlightenment of which the first
stage is love -- loving yourself and everyone else. But for now we will get back to
astrology and handwriting.

The Qualities of Astrology: I would like to explain another facet of astrology
called the Quadruplicities or qualities. Each sign of the zodiac is either Cardinal,
Fixed or Mutable. The Cardinal signs are the outgoing signs, the Fixed signs are
strong willed, while the Mutable are adaptable.

Find your lucky Jupiter sign from my site www.luckyastrology.com/ if you haven’t
already, and then check the list below and see what quadruplicity it falls under and
you will see what your lucky energy is like and how you will interface with the planet’s
spirituality. Remember, your lucky sign is NOT your Sun sign.
Here are a few ideas of what that might mean using each of the signs – Maybe you
can think of some more ideas for your sign. Let me know!

Cardinal = Outgoing, set things going, lead others and work to an end

Aries = Leading the way with enthusiasm, energy, and selling it to all
Cancer = Nurturing the feeling of the growing spiritual awareness; responding to how
it can be nurtured in others.
Libra = Uniting with others on an interpersonal level in the Love energy that is taking
over the planet
Capricorn = Organizing a plan, project or business to promote the spiritual movement

Fixed = Strong willed, stable, steadfast, determined, conserving,
dependable
Taurus = Taking a common sense, conservative but determined approach
and loaning money to make sure the movement continues
Leo = Showing others how much fun the new humanity can be and creating powerful
ways to radiate its Love
Scorpio = Uncovering the underlying feelings that go with the enlightened ones
and receiving gifts from or for the Spiritual Movement
Aquarius = Distributing the movement’s truth electronically and scientifically

Mutable = Adaptable, versatile, desire to serve

Gemini = Talking, writing and communicating all about the awakening process
Virgo = Perfecting the process of the new awareness
Sagittarius = Promoting, advertising, and broadcasting what is happening joyfully
Pisces = Feeling and sensing the changing of humanity towards love; being aware of
developing psychic and telepathic abilities.

Once again, to be luckier, just find out your Jupiter sign at www.luckyastrology.com/
and then match it to the signs above to see how you fit into humanity’s Spiritual
Movement.
I would like to close this section by asking, will you please help us? Will you please
forward this newsletter to people you know who are interested in Astrology, New
Thought, metaphysics or their emerging Spiritual path? Thank you and they will also
thank you.

If you are new to our e-newsletter family,
we now have the previous issues archived on the website.
www.luckyastrology.com/archive
************
Here’s JoySee--

Handwriting Analysis can give you a clue as to how you are doing with developing
the cardinal, mutable and fixed qualities in your horoscope. Write out a few
paragraphs in your usual handwriting and sign your name. Best to do it before you
read on.
My (JoySee) horoscope is overall a mutable one which means that most of the 12
signs in my horoscope are mutable ones, including my lucky Jupiter sign (Pisces). So
how is this shown in my handwriting? Before we get into my writing, look at your
overall writing. In fact, look at the letter forms as a whole. That’s where we’ll begin.
Several things indicate cardinal, fixed and mutable qualities in handwriting. We’ll
look at a couple indications below of each of the qualities but bear in mind that a
complete analysis is important for an accurate reading. This is only a piece of the
puzzle.

Cardinal Signs: Is your writing rather large with a slant of the letters to the

right? Large writing shows energy being expended in the physical universe and a
right slant indicates you are someone who moves towards the future, towards action

and it often also indicates you are someone who enjoys people as well. These are
basically the cardinal sign traits of being outgoing, setting things going, leading and
working towards a goal.

Fixed Signs: Do you like to use felt tip pens or medium to heavy ball point black

pens? Or do you use heavy pressure when you write? That shows a lot of intensity
and determination . Add to it small sized letter forms and a very conservative
writing style and you pretty much have the fixed sign characteristics of strong
willed, stable, steadfast, determined, conserving, dependable.

Mutable Signs:

OK – so we’re finally to the mutable signs as promised. Do you have a rather casual
writing style with the slant changing somewhat depending on your mood? And does it
have a nice rhythm to it without being rigid? Rhythm is shown in your letters
returning to the baseline (or the imaginary line you start your writing on). If so, you
are showing the characteristics of adaptable and versatile, which are mutable
characteristics as mine does. The desire to serve is shown in the endings of your
words – do some of them extend outward and lift ever so slightly (no more than the
height of an “a”)? That indicates generosity to others, willingness to extend
yourself.
That pretty much covers it for this month. Visit JoySee’s website at
www.TheWriteSite.us . Or email her at jsterling@sti.net with suggestions, comments
and ideas. She’d love to hear from you as would Davie.
Namaste,
Davie and JoySee
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